ATLAS/AES-Cockpit Extension for
document coding – EZT-Online

Legal background
When exporting goods, technology and know-how, numerous provisions of the
European Union must be taken into account. The focus of these laws are licensing
requirements and export bans for various goods. In certain cases, authorization
requirements are intended, in particular for armaments and goods, which could have
several uses. The latter are also referred to as dual-use goods.
The basis of the customs tariff law is the regulation on the Combined Nomenclature
(CN). The list of commodities published in this context is referred to as the Combined
Nomenclature, the term being derived from the combination of the nomenclature for
customs and statistical purposes. The CN is also used for intra-Community trade
statistics.
It is often very difficult to assess whether or not a product that is to be exported
requires approval. However, every exporter has a duty to do so before each export, as
otherwise it would violate prohibitions that may result in severe penalties depending on
the circumstances.

Functionality
The CSF Group offers you an extension for your ATLAS / AES cockpit in the familiar SAP®
work environment. This makes it easier for you to encode the documents in your export
declaration and suggests the appropriate coding for a particular product number
depending on the country of destination.
An automated process generates a file daily from the EZT information provided by the
EU, for your ATLAS AES cockpit, which is loaded into the SAP® and supports you as a
user in document coding in the established processes.
Data service and import of EZT tariffs:

The EZT Online contains i.a. the import and / or export control of certain goods (e.g.
dual-use goods), monitoring of imports and exports, the EU codes for documents that
are to be provided, certificates and authorizations which have to be stated in box 44 of
the Single Administrative Document (SAD) and the list the country codes used in the
different fields of the SAD, in accordance with the list of countries and territories
published in Regulation (EU) No. 1106/2012.

Here are the EZT integration in the export notification with measures and conditions:

The daily transmission of EZT data via an electronic network ensures the prompt and
correct information of the national administrations of Member States. The EZT database
is available on the website for online queries and in Excel format for automated queries.
An automated process generates a file for your ATLAS AES cockpit daily from the ECA
information provided by the EU, which is loaded into the SAP® and supports you as a
user in documentation coding for the established processes.
Example of EZT assumption in the document area:

Our services







Practice-oriented advice
System integration into your existing SAP® system landscape
User documentation and training
Support during commissioning
Addon extension for ATLAS / AES cockpit
Updating the EZT information

What else distinguishes us …
Due to our many years of experience in the area of foreign trade law, the safe handling
of sensitive data is a matter of course for us. With us you rely on a practice-oriented
implementation in your company!

Distribution
For sales questions about the products, solutions and services of the CSF Group, please
contact CSF Industry Consulting.
Mail: info@ic.csf.de
Telephone: +49 208 8995-634
Fax: +49 208 8995-635

We design the optimal solution for your company together with you!

